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My T- Rex Gets a BathTom has a funny pet dinosaur, but there is one big problem. Rex doesnâ€™t

take a bath, doesnâ€™t brush his teeth and ruins boyâ€™s pajama. The dinosaur hides in his room

and everyone thinks that itâ€™s a boyâ€™s fault. Our hero is a delightfully headstrong boy, who will

not take the blame for someone else's bad behavior!"It's time to teach Rex that hygiene is fun,  It's

good to get clean when the day is done." He pulled Rex out from under the bed. "I have a great new

game," he said.  Full-color professional illustrations with funny scenes Simple everyday lessons in

an easy to understand manner Perfect bedtime rhyming lines that keep your kids interestedHere's

what readers are already saying about the colorful, funny and valuable book: "It was playful and the

twist of Tom teaching Rex was a surprise. As a mom, I would have liked something said about

cleaning up the mess. All in all, I loved it. I saw the two of them playing; the rhythm is good." -- Janis

"It has great rhythm, very easy to read, flows well and is a really sweet story for kids encouraging

hygiene." --Emily . "Very cute story;) We loved the bedtime reading while learning;) The illustrations

are awesome!" -- Angela You and your children are going to love this book.Scroll to the top of the

page and select the buy button right now.
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I really liked the way this book is set out. The first section had all the information about Dinosaur and

was well presented in language even a young child would understand. The second half was

beautifully illustrated which would appeal to any child who is fascinated by dinosaurs. This book is

fun and it has good moral lesson that young kids can learn. I highly recommend this book!

What I really like about on this book is the colorful pictures of the little Tom and his dinasaur friend

Rex.This book is all about hygiene which is a really great read for your children who are lazy to

brush their teeth and take a bath.This is the best book to read for your kids before bed so they will

learn the importance of being clean.I am glad I purchased this book...

Do you enjoy your baths? Do you have a friend who takes a bath with you?The author, Chloe

Sander's, has written a fun book about a little boy, Tom and his friend T-Rex. They were out playing

all day when mom called them in to take a bath and get ready for bed. T-Rex dud not think having a

bath was fun, and he jumped out of the bath and hot Tom's pajamas all wet, and he made a mess

with the toothpaste squirting it on everything. Tom realized what a mess T-Rex had made and

decided to show T-Rex that a bath could be fun. When you read this book, you will discover the fun

that Tom showed T-Rex.Parents and other adults will enjoy reading this book to their children. This

is a fun story with lessons to be learned. The illustrations are bright, vivid and colorful, and they

depict the stories of T-Rex and Tom. A fun book with lessons to be learned is a real treat for parents

and children.Recommended. prisrob 09-04-16

My kids love this book so much not only he enjoy the story but also the character are lovable and

also i like the book for him because it teach great lesson in life for a little kids like how to be clean!

This is an excellent read for early readers.This story is easy to read and very interesting.The plot

were cute and the characters in the stories are easy to relate to.It's a recommended book for all

parents to read this story to their children before they go to sleep.

This book is a great bedtime story! It is a very fun and entertaining story for kids.The story was very

interesting and The pictures were nice and very well illustrated.This book has a beautiful message

and has a wonderful life lesson.A great read for all children.



My T-Rex Gets a BathThis book sounded so silly I just wanted to read it because I know it will have

me laughing.Children's rhyming colorful story of what happens after the toys have been picked up

and it's time for the boys bath...with his T-Rex.They decide on a game to play while getting

scrubbed clean.Some of the pages are very dark with dark lettering it's difficult to see.Cute story

and a free gift.

For kids when it comes to something as fundamental as reading, it may be hard to adjust or change

what you know already. If you are one of those people that have no problem with these new

techniques, and you've already mastered them, then that is amazing, and good for you. But most of

us aren't in that category. So here is a pacing guide to help you deal with frustration when adapting

and changing your reading style.
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